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power. A set of headers, true dual exhaust 74 exhaust , some carb work, and a good timing will
add 20 - 30 horsepower easily. Add a shift kit to the transmission and bump the rear gears and
you will be moving along quickly. Read through the Tech Area for even more ideas. A lot of the
guys here have some pretty serious muscle under the hood and can give you some great tips.
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browser does not support iframes. Moderator: Pages: 1. Send Topic Print. Back to top. IP
Logged. A shift kit would be nice. However I suspect you have a r4 tranny. If you are going to
beef up the motor for high HP and you like to race a bit then maybe a stall torque converter. I
have HP and a stall. I street drive and do not race. Works perfect for me! Some of the more
knowledgable folks will chime in soon enough I'm sure! Grand Prairie Texas. I can tell you it is a
pretty easy swap. What model of monte carlo did it come out of? The stronger ones should

come out of the SS models. I missed the tranny from a car other than the 86 vette. I have the R
tranny in my vette. Stage 2 from Bowtie overdrives. Have it mated to a Ramjet Works great with
3. Simple swap. Bowtie also offers kits for the shift down cable. Make sure you set it up
correctly. I'd also recommend a tranny cooler. I have one in my 69 and it really helps. If you
need a new yoke Adam here can help. I dont have a cooler,but I do have an aluminum rad with
dual electric fans. One reason I went with the over the ,is you dont have to cut down your
driveshaft I had a TH in it. I have the r CZ in my 77 with 3. Tuoro Trams Am another impossible
to find. Chris has wrote the book on the literally. I swear this guy has trans fluid running
through his veins I talked with Chris about my transmission When I talked about what kits he
has to offer to beef it up to handle hp, he told me what he sells I thought everybody was saying
vane was what I need to use. This kit is the most complete of its kind and eliminates the
problems associated with not having the correct parts on hand during a rebuild. Kit
includes:This package is designed to save you some money when rebuilding your
transmission. The more cutouts you put in the rotor for the vanes the weaker it will become. In
the recalibration kit you will find the boost valve and springs that will address the pump
pressure. I have CK's recalibration kit the rest I purchased locally Reason I say this if you have
to change the drive gear you have to drop the pan. I would suggest to add a pan plug any way
Another thing is if the convertor still has a sticker with the factory bar code one on the front and
back. This is a good indicator that the trans was never touched. If the tag is there I would have
that one rebuilt. I have a local guy NAN convertor do mine. Converter has a tag about 2x4 or 3x5
stuck on it but I didn't notice what was on the tag. All Rights Reserved. Home Help Search Login
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Moderators: , olddiver. Pages: 1. Send Topic Print. Removing my door glass Read times.
Removing the door glass and tracks from a Corvette with manual windows. Well, I have manual
windows in Sharky. My drivers door was so hard to roll up it took two hands and I finally broke
the window crank! Could not roll the window up while driving! Passenger side was very tough
but not as bad. Now you ask? Well, two fingers for the drivers door and only one for the
passenger! Both very easy however for some reason the passenger door is even easier than the
drivers door! First thing is to remove the door panel. OK, now the fun begins. I simply let the
pads fall into the door and retrieved them later. Now remember, as soon as you remove stuff the
glass begins floating around inside the door! Now remove the stoppers at the top of each
vertical track. Next you want to unbolt the glass itself from the horizontal track on the bottom of
the glass. Carefully role the window up until the nuts come into view in the access holes.
Remove the nuts. The bolt will not be removed from the glass. Now roll the window almost all
the way down. Unbolt the horizontal track support that is bolted to the inner skin of the door.
Now you need to reach inside the door and GENTLY pull the horizontal track that is still on the
bolts through the lower glass. You want to pull the glass and bolts away from the track and get
the bolts out of the holes in the track. Remember the bolts are still on the glass. Now the glass
will be very loose inside the door however there are still two rollers bolted to the glass that are
in the front and back vertical tracks! I left the rollers bolted to the glass. We are now very close
to removing the glass. Please remember, the glass is almost free and can be easily scratched!
Always use extreme caution not to let the glass slide against anything! You will need about
twenty seven hands to do it properly however I managed to do it alone! Loosen the lower
vertical track bolts for the front vertical track and the back vertical track however do not remove
them yet. Now remove the upper track support bolts. The window is now ready to come out. I
highly recommend getting a second person to help remove the glass. It is not easy. However I

managed alone. Carefully slide the glass up all the way. Allow the rear lower corner of the glass
to come completely out of the track and wiggle the roller clear of the door such that you now
have the front roller still in the door, in its track but the rear roller and bottom of the glass is
completely clear of the door! Let the rear track fall into the door. Bet you wish you had that
second set of hands now!! I wished I did!! Now with the lower rear corner of the glass pointed
skyward, very gently wiggle front roller from the front vertical track. Once you have cleared the
roller from the front track, let the front track fall into the door. Now you must very gently wiggle
the glass and front roller around until you can slip both through a slot near the front of the door
and out! This step is not easy however quite doable!! Now the glass is out! Yeah baby! It gets
just as dirty going back in. Now remove the rest of the bolts and tracking from inside the door!
Clean the tracks extremely thoroughly including the underside of the lips on the track! I used a
paint scraper, a flat blade screw driver, silicon lubricant spray, and an entire roll of paper towels
to clean my tracks. Do not remove the lower stoppers in the vertical tracks! No reason to
readjust those!! Now reverse the process and put it all back together!! Yeah that easy! It took
me 3 days of several hours each day to do the first window and 1 3 hour evening to do the
second window. It is not that the second window is easier. Take your time, go slow, and support
that window every step of the way when it moves up and down!! Aligning the glass after
re-install took me 1. Found a trick! Well, yeah, guess I am. Lets assume you have completely
re-installed the tracks and glass. Now you need to align the window. With the door open, role
the window all the way up snug as high as it will go. Now, gently push the door as if closing it
however do not slam or attempt to close the door! You will break your glass if you do! You
should see your glass does not align properly with the door pressed towards closed but not
latched! Now gently move the glass around in its tracks until it aligns properly with the
windshield frame, top and rear window seal. Check, and double check the alignment. Now
gently open the door and gently tighten all the bolts for the tracks, etc. Now very gently close
the door and confirm the alignment making sure the glass does not hit any metal trim anywhere.
Check it again. Now double check the bolts to confirm they are all tight and also double check
that the window is rolled up as far as possible. Gently close the door and check that all is
aligned. Not even a tiny bit. If all is good, you are done! I have some extremely high res photos
that if you are interested in just let me know and I can forward them. Just let me know. I also
would be happy to answer any questions. Scott AKA 69Shark. Back to top. IP Logged. I have
power windows. Jack had asked me to take some pictures of my project to post here. The
lighting was really, really bad, so the pictures didn't come out. But my windows were not
moving into the correct place when I rolled them up. I looked down the window and saw that the
plastic rollers had rounded out the axle hole they were mounted in. That meant that the window
would track yes, but would also track in the area where the window didn't need to be. This is
how you adjust the window when the window is in the full "roll up" position. There are a couple
other parts that attache directly on the window. You will see them when you pull your window
out. Those are what you mess with when adjusting the window. You will need to allow about
3hrs for this project per door. Good Luck Pat. Pat, As I have power windows and their quite
different from Scots crank ones, I'm disappointed you didn't get pictures like Scott did. OK
Jack, there ya go! Thanks for getting the photos on line. Sorry I did not get it sooner Pat but I
was sick as a dog for the last week and a half and my whole world came to a stop! Ok Jack, I
have a Friday off here and there coming up in April. My new glass is to be delivered next week.
I'll use one of those off days to install the new glass. I'll do it outside the garage weather
permitting and take pictures for you. Weekend not here yet. Im off tomorrow Friday , but we
have floods right now. Mississippi River has a lot of down town Memphis flooded. Lots of the
run-off rive
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rs out here in the county and my in my town have nothing to drain into. Results, flooding. The
new window did come in. I will keep you posted. Quote: Weekend not here yet. I'd like to see a
power window version too. Sounds like a real PITA though! Click on this website to see the
photo's and instructions: 77 Electric Window Install. All Rights Reserved. Home Help Search
Login Register. Pages: 1 Send Topic Print. Mar 23 rd , at pm. Reply 1 - Mar 24 th , at am. Reply 2
- Mar 25 th , at am. Reply 3 - Mar 25 th , at am. Reply 4 - Mar 28 th , at am. Reply 5 - Mar 28 th , at
am. Pat Great Pat! I would be forever grateful as I've been putting off doing this for 3 years now.
I wanted to see pixs of how it is done before attempting to fix it. Reply 6 - Apr 3 rd , at am. Didn't
happen, huh? Reply 7 - Apr 3 rd , at am. Reply 8 - Apr 4 th , at am. Pat Oh, ok. You posted that
last week, so that is why I thought you were doing it last weekend. Reply 9 - Apr 6 th , at pm.

Reply 10 - Apr 7 th , at am.

